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1. Monitoring and assessment of cardiovascular system function
   Monitoring of heart rate
   • Normal heart rate
   • Definition of tachycardia and bradycardia
   • Pulsoximetry – monitoring of the peripheral pulse rate
   • Hemoglobin oxygenation – pO2 / SpO2 curve – clinical impact
   • Limitation of pulsoximetry
     1. Weak pulsation
     2. Hypothermia
     3. Hypotension
     4. Increased level of carboxyhemoglobin
     5. Chills, shivering,
     6. Anaemia

1. Pre-load and after-load – definition, assessment
   • Central venous pressure – catheterization of central veins, methods of assessment
     - Internal jugular approach
     - Subclavian approach
     - Advantages and disadvantages of particular approach
     - Possibility of monitoring, interpretation of clinical data
   • Arterial pressure – methods of assessment, concept of systolic, diastolic and mean arterial pressure
     - Direct monitoring of arterial pressure – radial artery and dorsal artery approach, physiological complications
     - Allen test and alternative approaches
     - Undirect (cuff) measurement of blood arterial pressure
   • Comparison of both methods with special attention on physiological interpretation of clinical data
• Pulmonary artery pressure and wedge pressure – definitions, norms
• Possibility of monitoring of preload and afterload in pulmonary circulation

2. Shock – definition, classification
• Hypovolemic shock
• Anaphylactic shock
• Neurogenic shock
• Cardiogenic shock
• Septic shock

• Systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS)

• SIRS response to wide variety of severe clinical insults, manifested by two or more of the following conditions:
  * Temperature > 38°C or < 36°C
  * Heart rate > 90 beats/min
  * Respiratory rate > 20 breaths/min pr PaCO2 < 32 mmHg
  * WBC count > 12,000/mm³ or < 4,000/mm³ or > 10% immature forms

Sepsis
The systemic inflammatory response to infection

Severe sepsis
Sepsis associated with organ dysfunction, hypoperfusion or hypotension

Septic shock
Defined as sepsis induced hypotension despite adequate fluid resuscitation along with the presence of perfusion abnormalities

Multiple Organ Dysfunction Syndrome
Presence of altered organ functions in an acutely ill patients such that homeostasis cannot be maintained without intervention

3. Monitoring and assessment of respiratory system
Volumetric assessment
• Respiratory rate
• Tidal volume
• Minute volume
• Compliance: mechanical ventilation vs spontaneous breathing
• Resistance of respiratory tract
• Protective mechanical ventilation: concepts of barotrauma, volutrauma
• Capnography: estimation of end-tidal CO2 concentration
• Blood gas analysis
  pH – normal values, alkalosis, acidosis
pCO₂ and pO₂, bicarbonates, BE
Respiratory alkalosis
Respiratory acidosis
Metabolic disturbances (metabolic acidosis and alkalosis) and methods of compensation

4. **Body temperature monitoring**
   - Deep body temperature
     - Oesophagus
     - Central veins
     - External acoustic duct
     - Rectum
   - Superficial body temperature
   - Definition of hypothermia, diagnosis, principles of treatment
   - Definition of malignant hyperthermia – pathophysiology
   - Predisposing factors